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from now on, the engine will be available in
the same way as all the source code is
freely available. it will be available in the
same repositories as all of the other engine
source code, and developers will be able to
build, deploy and manage their own engine
instances as they see fit. the engine is now
completely open source and subject to the
same licensing terms as the source code.
unreal engine 4 is a complete platform for
developing and deploying all things
interactive: games, movies, virtual worlds,
and other applications. based on powerful,
intuitive, and flexible technology, unreal
engine 4 allows you to turn your
imagination into reality. unreal engine
4.6.0 is a major release of the ue4 game
engine and includes improvements to the
visual fidelity, networking, performance,
and stability of the engine. in addition to
the ue4 editor, several other tools and
utilities have been updated or added to the
unreal engine 4 platform. we are proud to
announce unreal engine 4.0 is now
available for download! this release
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includes a wide variety of performance and
stability improvements, as well as
important new features. check out the full
list of changes in this release below. new
features: new feature: unrealaudio : new
and improved audio engine new feature:
specular environment mapping new
feature: multiplayer with c++ and lua
support new feature: gamepad/keyboard
support for android, wp,ios, and ouya new
feature: vulkan support for android and ios
new feature: opengl es support for android
new feature: ability to upgrade to the latest
editor version in ue4 new feature:
convenient windows 10 and linux nvidia
vulkan driver installer new feature: ue4
mesh export tool for windows and linux
new feature: ability to auto-connect to the
selected target platform new feature:
ability to set the default target platform
when running ue4.
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